An acoustic intensity-based method for reconstruction of radiated fields.
An acoustic intensity-based method is proposed for the reconstruction of acoustic radiation pressure. Unlike the traditional inverse acoustic methods, the proposed method includes the acoustic pressure gradient as an input in addition to its simultaneous, co-located acoustic pressure in a radiated field. As a result, the reconstruction of acoustic radiation pressure from the input acoustic data over a portion of a surface enclosing all the acoustic sources, i.e., an open surface, becomes unique due to the unique continuation theory of elliptic equations. Hence the method is more stable and the reconstructed acoustic pressure is less dependable on the locations of the input acoustic data. Furthermore, the proposed method can be applied for both inverse and forward problems up to the minimum sphere enclosing the sources of interest. The effectiveness of the method is demonstrated by the results of several acoustic radiation examples with single or multi-frequency source in a two-dimensional configuration. The results from the method also show a measurable improvement in accuracy and consistency of reconstructed acoustic radiation pressure, in particular when the effect of the signal-to-noise ratio is included.